
Professional CD & DVD
printer

4 Quality Levels

High Quality edgeless
CD/DVD Prints

Works with autoloader
or standalone

3 ink types: colour,
monochrome, photo

Photo-Realistic Images
on CDs and DVDs

Network Software

Unmatched Durability

Low Costs

Easy-to-Use interface

Low maintanance

Works with ADR
Autoloaders

Leading manufacturer in
CD/DVD market

Whether you duplicate discs for audio, music, software, video or data, Signature
Z6 delivers all the performance you need for high-volume, high-quality disc
printing - at a price that is surprisingly affordable. When reliability, speed and the
highest-quality photo-realistic output are required, Signature Z6 is your best CD/
DVD printing solution in the inkjet field!
With 4800 dpi print resolution and six-color printing, all of your discs will have the
sharpest text, graphics and photos.

Printing
Print With Six-Colors Instead of Four. By adding light cyan and light magenta to
CMYK, you get absolutely stunning results. Faces look more natural. Shades and
gradations are more gradual and smooth. Colors are brighter and even more
vibrant.

Advanced Inks and Software
Signature Z6 uses a special ink formulation that dries faster and is more
permanent on printable-surface discs than other direct-to-disc printers. It also
includes our PrimaColor™ and new Z-Color™ Color Matching Systems for the
most accurate and precise control over the colors you create and print. There's
even our exclusive, patent-pending ink level warning system that knows precisely
how much ink remains based upon the actual graphic images and layout you've
designed.

Flexibility
For fully automated disc production, be sure to check out the ADR CD/DVD
Duplicator Series like the Hurricane or Cyclone. Signature Z6 interfaces perfectly
to this high-capacity, automated disc duplication system.
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Professional CD & DVD printer
4 Quality Levels
High Quality edgeless CD/DVD Prints 
Works with autoloader or standalone
3 ink types: colour,
monochrome, photo
Photo-Realistic Images 
on CDs and DVDs
 
Network Software
Unmatched Durability
 
Low Costs
Easy-to-Use interface
Low maintanance
Works with ADR Autoloaders
Leading manufacturer in CD/DVD market
Whether you duplicate discs for audio, music, software, video or data, Signature Z6 delivers all the performance you need for high-volume, high-quality disc printing - at a price that is surprisingly affordable. When reliability, speed and the highest-quality photo-realistic output are required, Signature Z6 is your best CD/DVD printing solution in the inkjet field! 
With 4800 dpi print resolution and six-color printing, all of your discs will have the sharpest text, graphics and photos. 
 
Printing 
Print With Six-Colors Instead of Four. By adding light cyan and light magenta to CMYK, you get absolutely stunning results. Faces look more natural. Shades and gradations are more gradual and smooth. Colors are brighter and even more vibrant. 
 
Advanced Inks and SoftwareSignature Z6 uses a special ink formulation that dries faster and is more permanent on printable-surface discs than other direct-to-disc printers. It also includes our PrimaColor™ and new Z-Color™ Color Matching Systems for the most accurate and precise control over the colors you create and print. There's even our exclusive, patent-pending ink level warning system that knows precisely how much ink remains based upon the actual graphic images and layout you've designed.FlexibilityFor fully automated disc production, be sure to check out the ADR CD/DVD Duplicator Series like the Hurricane or Cyclone. Signature Z6 interfaces perfectly to this high-capacity, automated disc duplication system.
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